Observations made by the specially inst,rurnonted aircraft, opcbratcd by thc National Hurricane Research Project, establish the occurrence of dynamic instability, notably in the form of anomalous winds in the upper troposphere above hurricane Daisy, shortly after its inception.
INTRODUCTION
Hurricanes are therrnnl1.y-driven circulations whose main source of energy is the latent heat of condensation.
TO make this heat source available, organized ascent of air must occur in the 1lurric:me core, and there are compelling reasons to belive t,hat a substanti:rl proportion of the ascending air must come from t,he surface layers sir1c.e only air from these layers contttins enough heat ant1 rnoisture to bring about density chwnges of the ~1~.:rgnitude observed in hurricancs [ 101. In addition, hurricanes are energ>-clxportirlg systems. The m.echanica1 energy they generilte is only R small fraction of the heat released inside thclrl, and the rrlaintenance of their circulation is depcndent on the re~noval of this heat excess. Palrrlh and Riel11 [9] have shown that no cold source of sufficient' n1:tgnit'ude to absorb this excess of heat exists wit,hin the hurricttnr circulation. Heat removal must therefore be twcomplishctl by outflow to the surrounding atrr1.osp11er.e.
For the above reasons, it would scmIl. that wrnong the essential requirements for hurricane occurrenc~e i~1 1 d maintenance is a mechanisn~. which is capable of inducing organized ascent of air from the surface :rnd of evacuating this air at the top of the storm. Whereas the neccssit'y for such a rrrechanism has been recognized., its precise nature and the conj.birlation of circurnstnnces attending its release have so far defied :ln exact fornj~ulation which is backed by observational evidence.
The purpose of this present paper is to provide ohservational evidence in support' of the hypothesis t,Ilt~t t>he 111.ec11anis111 in question is in the nature of dyrlsrrlic instability which, under suit'ttble circu~~~stances, develops >Lhove tt pre-existing disturbance in the easterlies and triggers it's intensification into a hurricane. This concept is, of course, not new. For instance, Sawyer [11] and Klcinschrnidt [7] have bo-th invoked it in explaining hurricane formation. Both these authors, however, visualize dynamic instability to be released with the occurrence of negat'ive absolute vorticity.
On the other h a n d , i t has been the opinion of the author [a] that the rr~.ech:~nis~n in question is likely to be in the form of a~1onI.:tlous winds which represent anticyclonic rotation in sp:tce. A measure of observational evidence now exists in support of this view and is presented below.
SYNOPTIC HISTORY AND OBSERVATIONAL SOURCES
During the past few years, the specially instrumented aircraft, operated by the National Hurricane Research Project (XHRP) for the purpose of rrlaking detailed observations in and near hurricane cores, have provided a valuable new source of information for the study of these trtlllospheric phenorn.ena. ' Among the most successful missions accomplished were those flown in and around hurricane Daisy which presented a well-defined and concentrated wind circultrtion and a clear-cut radar configuration, facilitating the location of the storrn. core. Anlong thc. elenwnts r~lc:~sured by the nircrtift were the wind, the t.enlperwture, the r d i o altitude, and the pressure :Lltit'Utk. ~~Uasi-iTlst~i~ntitneOlls valucs of these ptLraIlle.tCrS were puncl~cd 011 ciirds :It specified intervals ranging from 10 seconds a w t~y from t h e Core to 2 seconds in the core. The punched cards were then evaluated by machine processing a n d the various ptLrtLtmett.rs were plot'ted 011 coordin:Ltc system fixed with respect, to the center of the storm.
The data selectjed and processcd in the above manner represent a n impressive iLIllollnt of (letailed information which ~I L S drettdy provided rnaterial for several studies inc+luding a detailed description of the structure of hurric m e Daisy [4] . They constitute one of tJhe principal obserwttional sources which will lw ut,ilized in discussing t,hc role of dyn>Llllic instability in triggering hurricwne formation. The most) notewort'hy aspect of the regions of' instability is their association with outflow froill the hurricane. On the 25th this occurrcd bot'h in the left front and right rear quadrants of the hurricane arid coincided in bot'h placc~s with a nmxirrlum in the wind speed ( fig. 2a) .
On the 26th ( fig. 5b ) the out'flow w a s more organized and occurred rnainl3-along a channel which closely followed a narrow strip of instabilitJ-esterding Irorn an anticyclonic t'wirl to the southwest of the hurricane, running south of the center, t'lwn curving :~~~t i c~-c l o r~i~:~l l~ to the north, east, and southeast, following the streaxnlines. In this region. figure 2b shows a jet-like configuration which closely follows the pattern of instabilit'y.
It is thus seen that upper tropospheric out'fiow from hurricane Daisy was closely related to dynttrnic instability which in turn was related t'o the anticyclonic eddies surrounding the cyclonic core of the hurricane. This association of upper hurricane out'flow with ant'icyclonic eddies was noted by Sirnpson [la] in connection wit'll hurricane Dolly. 
ROLE OF ANOMALOUS WINDS IN TRIGGERING HURRICANES
The quest,ion which remains t,o be asked is whether t1yn:urlic inst'ttbility occurred prior t'o t,lle development of t'he Ilurricane, was thus instrumental in its formation, or whether it was a product of hurricane development.
T o provide an unequivocal answer to this question would rtquire clet~wiled observations just prior to and at the time the tropical c1isturb:tnce was transformed into a hurricane. Such observat,ions are not' available and we must therefore base our conclusions upon such indirect evidence as the dtLta provide.
We note that' 011 August 2.5 ( fig. 5a ), dynamic instability wtts generated almost entirely by anomalous winds, whereas on August 27 ( fig. 5c) , it was about equally due to anornttlous win& and to negative absolute vorticity. 7'he preponderance of the effect of anomalous winds in producing dynamic instability on the 25th is even more cletLrly seen from figures 6 and 7 which represent crosssections of j-and 2V/Rt averaged around the hurricane. Averaging completely masks the occurrence of negative absolute vort'icity but not' that of anornalous winds.
The increase, between the 25th and the 27th, of the relat'ive share of negative libsolute vort>icity in producing dynamic instability is due to the fact that the area covered by negative absolut'e vorticit'y increased appreciably between August 25 and 27 ( fig. 3 ) , whereas no such trend is noticeable from figure 4 with regard to the a r~a covered by anomalous winds. Figures 8 and 9 represent the mean radial profile of { and 2V/R, in the upper troposphere on these dates. For the 25th, all parts of the vorticity profile are above the zero line, while for the 27th a11 appreciable portion of the profile is below the line. In contrast, nearly an equal portion of the profile of 2V//r', shows negative values for the 25th and the 27th, the only difference being that,, on the later date, these values itre located farther away from tmhe center, thus reflecting the increasing horizontal dimensions of t'he central cyclonic vortex.
To the ext'ent, that it' is legitimate to extrapolate backward in time,
we may conclude that in the case urlder consideration, the occurrence of' anornalous winds preceded that of negative absolute vorticit'y and was present a t t'he time the tropical disturbance was transformed int'o a hurricane, which is roughly 24 hours before the first' aircraft observations were made. The instability released by these anomalous winds would then have provided the necessary dynamic mechmisrn for triggering the observed rapid transforrnat'ion.
The above corlclusion is supported by the synoptic situation in the upper troposphere above the incipient hurricane. It should however be pointed out a t this juncture that we are now dealing with two different scales of motion. Figures  3 and 4 show that both negat'ive absolute vorticity and anomalous winds are mesoscale q.uantities which occur in narrow st'rips 1' or 2' of lttt'itude wide, ant1 would ordinarily filter through t'he usual synoptic network. Ttmefore, to detect the occurrence of anomalous winds by direct cornputmation from ordinary synopt'ic maps may not yield conclusive results, especially in t'he absence of a dense net,work of observations. Ilacking such a network and aircraft observations on a scale sirni1:~r to that from which figures 3 and 4 were computed, the best we can do is to determine whether synopt'ic conditions were propitious to the occurrence of anomalous minds ut the crit'icrtl time when t'lle disturbance was transl'orrned into a hurricane.
In R recent artic,le [ 3 ] the author has inquired into the circumst'ances leading to the development of anomalous winds and has suggested t'hat these are likely t'o occur when t'he pressure gradient force in nn anticyclone incremcs to I L value very near the maximum for gr' d d' lent motion expressed by the quant'ity -j R 1 / 4 . Briefly, the argument on which t'his suggestion is based is the following:
From figure 10 it is seen that normal and morndous winds meet when t'he speed V=f/Zk; where k:=-k, =-1/X,; this corresponds to the maximum pressure grtdient'.f2/4k;. From this point, t'he two wind regimes branch out SO thnt the difference between g r d i e n t wind speed in t'he t'wo regimes increases with decreasing pressure gradient.
Let A be the position of a part,icle in an anticyclonic air strean1 which is initially in normal gradient equilibrium, and let this equilibrium be disturbed In?-an increase in the pressure gradient. Two cases may be discussed : a. The pressure gradient force (b,) increases from P to a value P l which is well below the maximum j2/4k;. The wind, having become subgradient, t,hc air particle moves down t'he gradient and accelerat'es. Because of its inertia, the part'iclc m a y slightly overshoot the equilihrium speed a t I?, in which case i t will oscillate with decreasing amplitude about this position unt'il balance is finally reached.
b. The pressure gradient, force inc,retlses from I' to a value P, which is very nearly equal to the rnsxirnurn.
I n this case, the speed of the accelerating ptlrt'iale, b y overshooting the equilibrium position, may reach the value B, which corresponds to the anordous regime. Whcretls at B2 the speed of the particle is supergradient', :It 11, it is subgradient for the sa111e pressure gradient. Thus by overshooting the critical wind speed .f/2k:, the particle tends to continue to move toward lower pressure and sustain further acceleration. In short, the motion of the particle becomes unstable.
The sequence of upper-air maps of figure 1 strongly suggests t'hat intensification int'o a 1lurric:me occurred only when conditions became favorable for t>he development of anomalous winds above the surface disturbance. to the time of most, rapid intensification, shows tho incipient hurricane under the r i~n of an upper high pressure cell. This, of course, is a necessary but' not sufficient, contlit,ion for the developrnent~ of anonldous winds which, as we discussed above, require tmticyclonic trajectory curvatures which are ne>Ir the maxinlurn possible for t1he pressure gradient. To det'ermine to what extent this condit,ion is sat,isfied in the present, case would require an accurat,e det,ermination of both trajectory curvatures and cont'our gradients; t,his is Ilardlj-possible in the case of hurricane Daisy in view of the sparseness of the upper synoptic dat'a in t,lx crucial tLr<\lL ttrourld the storm. A rough estimtLte of trtljectory curvature w t~s however obtained by constructing a sequence of 12-hourly upper streamline maps from 0000 GMT on the 23d to 1200 CMT on the 24t'h.
In t,llis ~n:~nner, considrri~t~iorl of continuit'y was brought to bear on the analSsis, thereby increasing the accuracy of the strealrllines which were constructed by the isogon technique. We write 
I/ a t
If V is t'aken to be 15 kt., the above equation corresponds to a 90' backing of the wind in 24 hours. From the streamline maps the 24-hour backing of the wind from 1200 (:MT on the 24th to 1200 GMT on the 25th, above the surface posit'ion of the incipient hurricane shown in figure IC, WiIS est.inlated to be about 100'.
The combination of tight contour gradient and strong anticyclonic trajectory curw ture in the upper troposphere was again in evidence above the surface position of hurricane Gracie (1959) , at the time of its inception. Fortunately, this occurred in the vicinity of a reasonably good network of synoptic stations so that a more conclusive test of' the criterion suggest'ed above could be made.
Bccording to R Navy report [14] Gracie formed on an easterly wave which was first detected near the African A t 1200 GMT on the 17th, ship reports indicated that the wave was increasing in intensity 750 mi. to the east of Antigua. Daily reconnaissance flights by Navy aircraft from the 18th to the 21st revealed little change of the low-level conditions which were characterized by a weak center with a sea level pressure of about 1008 mb., easterly winds of 20-30 kt. to the north of the cent'er, and weak westerly winds south of it.
During the afternoon and evening of the 21st, reconnaissance reports indicated that development was taking place. Surface pressures began falling slowly and were accompanied by abnorrrlally heavy precipitation. The first warning on Gracie was issued a t 1600 GMT on the 22d. Reconnaissance aircraft reported a radar eye a t 1645 GMT. In about 5 hours winds increased from 45 to 75 kt., the central surface pressure dropped to 997 mb., and a radar eye became clearly defined.
Gracie had become a fullfledged hurricane. Figures 11 a-d show the 200-mb. contours on the day the rapid development of Gracie occurred, as well as on the two preceding days. The figures also give particle trajectories above the surface position of the disturbance. All maps show the disturbance under an upper anticyclone. Figures 1 l a a n d I l b , however, indicate a fairly slack contour gradient and almost straight trajectories above the surface position of the st'orrn. Obviously the criterion, formulated above for the development of anomalous winds, was not satisfied. At 1200 GMT on the 21st ( fig.  l l c ) , t'he picture had changed. The storm was under a tight 200-mb. cont,our gradient and the trajectory curvature began to be strongly anticyclonic.
At 0000 GMT on the 22d ( fig. l l d ) the 200-mb. contour gradient directly above the storm can be conservatively estimated at 20 ft.
per degree of latitude, corresponding to a minimum radius of curvature of more than 500 km. The radius of trajectory curvature directly above the incipient hurricane was manifestly less than t,his quant,ity and the criterion for the development of anomalous winds was satisfied. Fourteen hours later, the first Gracie warning was issued.
THE ROLE OF NEGATIVE ABSOLUTE VORTICITY IN HURRICANE DEVELOPMENT
We have noted from figures 3 and 4 that even in t,hc: early stages of hurricane development anomalous winds and negative absolute vorticity occur in overlapping areas. This represents an interesting situation which deserves comment'.
Traditionally meteorologists are tmwstonled to consider negative absolute vorticity N S t~ destabilizing fact'or, w1lic.h indeed it is under normal conditions. However in the presence of anomalous winds, its role is reversed and, as can be seen from inequality ( I ) , it becomes a st'tibilizing factor. Its importance in this novel capacity is however not to be underestinltttetl. In thc absence of negative absolute vorticity all the shaded areas in figurc 4 wouldbe unstable, and it is unlikely that organized outflow channels could be maintained in such a situation in view of the large lateral mass exchange which would occur in these areas. The development of negative absolute vorticit'y in the manner shown in figure 3 helps concentrate instability and thus promotes organization of the outflow into the well-defined channels observed in hurricanes.
The effect of negative absolute vorticity in hurricanes is however not exclusively stabilizing.
As can be seen from figure 5 , negative absolute vorticity occurs in small areas where the wind is not anomalous; such areas are unstable. Furthermore, there are cases in which the initial instability responsible Sor triggering hurricane formation appears to be attributable to negative absolute vorticity rather than to anomalous winds. Hurricane Janice (1958) is one such case. Figure 12 shows the 200-mb. contour and isotach fields at 1200 GMT on October 6, 1958, 6 hours before hurricane winds were first observed.
The position of the incipient hurricane was directly below the warm side of a jet stream core where negative vorticity is known to occur [I] . In t'he present case, the anticyclonic wind shear above the surface position of t,hc disturbance is estimated a t 1.5 X sec."; t.his, coupled with the fact that the streamlines (not shown) were only slightly cyclonic, would indicate that negative absolute vorticity did in fact occur. The cyclonic st~rearnlines and the configuration of the contours make it unlikely that anomalous winds could have developed in this area at this time.
Thus Daisy and Gracie, on the one hand, and Janice, on the other hand, represent two categories of hurricanes. Both categories are triggered by dynamic instability in the upper levels. But in the case of Daisy and Gracie instability was initiated by the development of anomalous winds, whereas in the case OS Janice the instability appears to have been initially due to negative absolute vorticity.
It would be interesting to study t,he similarities and differences in structure and behavior of the above two categories of hurricanes. 
CONCLUSION
We have attempted to demonstrate that dynamic instability is an essential factor in triggering hurricane formation. The initial release of this instability depends, a t least partially, on the accidental drift of the proper upper flow over the surface disturbance. This would account for the comparative rarity of hurricanes. On the other hand, hurricane formation is closely linked to the convective bands which occur in association with the surface disturbance [SI and it is likely that instability develops as a result of the interaction between these convective bands and the upper-air flow. But the exact manner of this interaction and the comparative contribution of each of the two factors to the ultimate result is not known and offers a promising avenue for further research.
Once the hurricane is successfully triggered, dynamic instability is maintained by the circulation inside the hurricane. This built-in mechanism would account for the apparent ability of hurricanes to persist almost indefinitely so long as their source of energy, late.nt heat of condensation, is not cut off.
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